The problem of testing monotonicity of a Boolean function f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} has received much attention recently. Denoting the proximity parameter by ε, the best tester is the non-adaptive O( √ n/ε 2 ) tester of Khot-Minzer-Safra (FOCS 2015). Let I(f ) denote the total influence of f . We give an adaptive tester whose running time is I(f )poly(ε −1 log n).
Introduction
Consider the boolean hypercube {0, 1} n , endowed with the coordinate-wise partial order denoted by ≺. A function f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} is monotone if ∀x ≺ y, f (x) ≤ f (y). Let d(f, g), the distance between two functions f, g, be |{x : f (x) = g(x)}|/2 n . The distance to monotonicity, ε f , is the minimum distance of f to a monotone g. The problem of monotonicity testing is as follows. Given query access to f and a proximity parameter ε > 0, design a (randomized) procedure that accepts if f is monotone (ε f = 0), and rejects if f is ε-far from monotone (ε f > ε). Both the above guarantees hold with probability at least 2/3. Such a procedure is called a monotonicity tester. A tester is non-adaptive if the queries made are independent of the values of f , and adaptive otherwise. A tester is one-sided if it accepts monotone functions with probability 1, and two-sided otherwise.
The problem of monotonicity testing over the hypercube has been the subject of much study [Ras99, GGL + 00, DGL + 99, CS14, CST14, CDST15, KMS15, BB16, CWX17]. The first result was the O(n/ε) tester by Goldreich et al. and Dodis et al. [GGL + 00, DGL + 99] (refer to Raskhodnikova's thesis [Ras99] ). The authors unearthed a connection to directed isoperimetric theorems to give a o(n) tester [CS14] , whose analysis was further improved by Chen et al. [CST14] . In a remarkable result, Khot-Minzer-Safra (henceforth KMS) designed an O( √ n/ε 2 )-query non-adaptive, one-sided tester [KMS15] . The key ingredient is a directed analog of Talagrand's isoperimetry theorem [Tal93] . The significance of the √ n bound of KMS to f is underscored by a nearly matching lower bound by Fischer et al. for non-adaptive, one-sided testers [FLN + 02]. A nearly matching two-sided, nonadaptive lower bound of Ω(n 1/2−δ ) for any δ > 0 was showed by Chen et al. [CST14, CDST15] using highly non-trivial techniques of generalized Central Limit Theorems. In a major advance, Belovs and Blais [BB16] proved the first polynomial adaptive (two-sided) lower bound of Ω(n 1/4 ). This was further improved by Chen et al. [CWX17] to Ω(n 1/3 ). Both of these are highly non-trivial results, showing that challenges in arguing about adaptive monotonicity testers. Interestingly, Belovs and Blais [BB16] show O(log n) + 2 O(1/ε 3 ) time adaptive monotonicity testers for Regular Linear Threshold Functions, which form the hard distribution of the nearly Ω( √ n) lower bound of Chen et al. [CST14, CDST15] .
This leads to the main open problem in monotonicity testing of Boolean functions: Does adaptivity always help?
Results
Given our (current) inability to resolve that question, we ask a refined, simpler question. Is there some natural condition of functions under which the √ n non-adaptive complexity of KMS can be beaten?
Let I(f ) denote the total influence (also called the average sensitivity) of f . Letting D be the uniform distribution over all pairs (x, y) at Hamming distance 1, I(f ) := n · Pr (x,y)∼D [f (x) = f (y)]. Our main theorem follows. 
Preliminaries
We use H n to denote the standard (undirected) hypercube graph on {0, 1} n , where all pairs at Hamming distance 1 are connected. An edge (x, y) of H n is influential, if f (x) = f (y). The number of influential edges is precisely I(f ) · 2 n−1 . An influential edge (x, y) is a violating edge if x ≺ y, f (x) = 1, and f (y) = 0. Our tester will perform random walks of H n . Note that H n is regular, so this is a symmetric Markov Chain. We crucially use the central result of KMS, in essence a directed analogue of Talagrand's isoperimetric theorem.
Lemma 2.1. (Lemma 7.1 in [KMS15] , paraphrased) Given any Boolean function f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} which is ε-far from being monotone, there exists a subgraph G = (A, B, E) of the hypercube and parameters σ ∈ (0, 1), d ∈ Z >0 such that
• Each edge (a, b) ∈ E with a ∈ A and b ∈ B is a violating edge.
• |B| = σ · 2 n .
• The degree of each vertex in B is exactly d and the degree of each vertex in A is at most 2d.
We also mention a simpler lemma from KMS which we use. When I(f ) > 6 √ n, one can find a violation in time O(n/I(f )) = O(I(f )) by simply sampling random edges. Thus, we will focus on the case I(f ) ≤ 6 √ n.
Idea. Our analysis is short and follows the analysis of the KMS tester. The tester of KMS can be throught of as performing random walks on the directed hypercube with orientation corresponding to the partial order. Their analysis lower bounds the probability of encountering a violation. Our insight is that one can perform an analogous analysis for walks on the undirected hypercube H n . Suppose we perform an ℓ-step random walk (on H n ) from x that ends at y. If f (x) = f (y), then the walk clearly passed through an influential edge. The power of adaptivity is that we can find such an influential edge through binary search. This idea of using binary search is also present in the algorithm of Belovs and Blais [BB16] to adaptively test regular linear threshold functions. We bound the probability that this influential edge is a violation. Our insight is that, by setting the length ℓ appropriately, this probability can be lower bounded by (essentially) 1/I(f ).
Tester
Let f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} be a Boolean function over the hypercube with total influence I(f ).
Input: A Boolean function f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} and a parameter ε ∈ (0, 1)
1. Choose k ∈ R {0, 1, 2, . . . , ⌈log n⌉} uniformly at random. Set ℓ := 2 k . 2. Choose x ∈ {0, 1} n uniformly at random. 3. Perform an ℓ-length random walk p on H n starting from x to reach y ∈ {0, 1} n .
(a) Perform binary search on p to find an influential edge (u, v) ∈ p. Theorem 3.1. Assume I(f ) ≤ 6 √ n. If f is ε-far from being monotone, then Algorithm 1 rejects with probability Ω ε 4 I(f ) log 9 n . Definition 3.2. Given a positive integer ℓ, we call a vertex x ∈ {0, 1} n ℓ-sticky if an ℓ-length random walk from x on H n contains no influential edges with probability ≥ 1/2. A vertex is called non-ℓ-sticky otherwise. An edge is ℓ-sticky if both endpoints are ℓ-sticky.
The following simple monotonicity property follows from the definition.
Observation 3.3. If x is ℓ-sticky and ℓ ′ < ℓ, then x is ℓ ′ -sticky as well.
Lemma 3.4. The fraction of non-ℓ-sticky vertices of a hypercube is at most
n . Proof. Given x ∈ {0, 1} n and a positive integer ℓ > 0, define the random variable Z x,ℓ that is the number of influential edges in a random walk of length ℓ starting from x. Therefore, x is ℓ-non-sticky iff Pr[Z x,ℓ > 0] > 1/2. Let N denote the set of ℓ-non-sticky vertices.
Since Z x,ℓ is non-negative and integer valued we get Pr[
The RHS above is precisely twice the expected number of influential edges encountered in an ℓ-length random walk starting from the uniform distribution on H n . Let P ℓ denote the uniform distribution on ℓ-length paths in H n . For p ∼ P ℓ , p t denotes the tth edge in p, and let χ(e) be the indicator for edge e being influential. The RHS of (1) is equal to
Since the uniform distribution is stationary for random walks on H n , the distribution induced on p t is the uniform distribution on edges in H n . Thus, E p∼P ℓ [χ(p t )] = I(f )/n and the RHS of (1) is 2ℓ · I(f )/n.
For any integer ℓ > 0, let F ℓ be the set of ℓ-sticky violating edges. That is,
is violating and, x, y are ℓ-sticky} Lemma 3.5. If ℓ is the length of the random walk chosen in Step 1, then Algorithm 1 rejects with probability
Proof. Fix an edge (u, v) ∈ F ℓ . Let p = (e 1 , . . . , e ℓ ) be the edges of a random walk p. Each edge e t for 1 ≤ t ≤ ℓ is a uniform random edge of H n . Therefore, for any fixed edge (u, v),
u,v to be the event that the tth edge of p is (u, v) and no other edge of p is influential. Since (u, v) is itself influential, E u,v is the disjoint union ∨ ℓ t=1 E t u,v . Furthermore, for two distinct edges (u, v) and (u ′ , v ′ ) in F ℓ , the events E u,v and E u ′ ,v ′ are disjoint. Observe that
The equality follows since the events are mutually exclusive. The inequality follows since if E u,v occurs then the end points of p must have differing values and binary search on p will return the violation (u, v). Consider the event E t u,v . For this event to occur, e t must be (u, v) . Consider the conditional probability Pr[E t u,v | e t = (u, v)]. Let F u be the event that a (t − 1)-length random walk from u contains no influential edges, and let F v be the event that an independent (ℓ − t)-length random walk from v contains no influential edges.
Proof. Conditioned on e t = (u, v), the distribution of the first (t − 1) steps of the random walk is the uniform distribution of (t − 1)-length paths that end at u. This is the same distribution of the (t − 1)-length random walk starting from u. The distribution of the last (ℓ − t) steps, conditioned on e t = (u, v), is the (ℓ − t)-length random walk starting from v. Pr
We complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let G = (A, B, E), σ, d be as in Lemma 2.1.
First, we take care of a corner case. Suppose σ < 100/ √ n. Since σ 2 d = Ω(ε 2 / log 4 n), we get σd = Ω(ε 2 √ n/ log 4 n). Since the number of violating edges is ≥ |E| = σd2 n and since each violating edge is influential, we get that I(f ) ≥ |E|/2 n = Ω(ε 2 √ n/ log 4 n). With probability 1/ log n, Algorithm 1 sets ℓ = 1, in which case the tester basically checks whether a uniform random edge in H n is a violation. Conditioned on setting ℓ = 1, the rejection probability is Ω(2|E|/n2 n ) = Ω(ε 2 / √ n log 4 n) = Ω(ε 4 f /I(f ) log 8 n). Thus, in the case σ < 100/ √ n, we have proved Theorem 3.1.
Henceforth, assume that σ ≥ 100/ √ n. Since I(f ) ≤ 6 √ n, we deduce that nσ 16·I(f ) > 1. Thus, there exists a non-negative power of 2 (call it ℓ * ) such that σ 16 < ℓ * ·I(f ) n ≤ σ 8 . Let A ′ and B ′ be the subset of A and B that are ℓ * -sticky. Let E ′ ⊆ E be the edges with end points in A ′ and B ′ . Note that any edge of E ′ ⊆ F ℓ * . By Lemma 3.4, we get that the fraction of ℓ * -non-sticky nodes is at most 2ℓ * · I(f )/n ≤ σ/4. Since the degree of any node in G in Lemma 2.1 is ≤ 2d, we get |F ℓ * | ≥ |E ′ | ≥ |E| − (2d) · σ · 2 n 4 = σd2 n 2 .
The probability the algorithm chooses ℓ = ℓ * is 1/log n. Lemma 3.5 gives us Pr[Algorithm rejects] ≥ 1 log n · Pr[Algorithm rejects|ℓ = ℓ * ] ≥ 1 log n · ℓ * n · |F ℓ * | 2 n (by Lemma 3.5)
· ε 2 log 5 n (by Lemma 2.1)
